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FROM THE CHAIR
Welcome to another meandering through life, or at least life
as it’s viewed from the West of Devon!
Over the last few months, roughly from the third week in
March if I recall correctly, Tavistock and its surrounding
areas has been quite a good place to be; unless you wanted
to catch a West End Show or jet off to exotic climes!
Initially the weather became almost tropical with blue skies
and light winds. Ideal, but we were told to stay at home.
If you had a garden it was tended, seeds were sown, lawns were raked, borders were weeded
and many other tasks were found to fill the time.
What did suffer was personal interaction, meeting friends, swapping stories, telling tales.
Although phone calls are good and Zoom / Facetime / Skype etc. does allow you to see
friends and family, often in a very small piece of the screen, it’s not quite the same, is it?
As we are “released” bit by bit, the fact we are classified as “vulnerable” takes on a new
meaning and we have to view our own circumstances to see if the things we once did without
thinking can be undertaken again.
Actually, if you take a “glass half full” view there are many activities that now become possible.
You will see elsewhere in the Newsletter that some external groups are restarting and, where
suitable Covid compliant premises can be found, some “inside” groups are looking at the
viability of restarting.
One of the things your committee is presently considering is the purchase of a Zoom license
to allow Groups to meet without time constraints. Before you say it, not ALL activities are
viable this way so please hold the phone calls, emails and letters!
During the lockdown, services kept running and although there were a few hiccups, meeting
your doctor face to face meant they really need to see you, most of the essentials were there.
Tavistock relies to a great extent on its visitors and the money they bring (and hopefully leave
behind!) helps keep the shops and services we need to make it the vibrant and supportive
town that we need all year. As you know many local businesses provided excellent service
during the last few months and the quieter early mornings can be a good time to revisit the
town’s shops and markets. How many of you, I wonder, still have a stockpile of rice, pasta,
long life milk, and dare I say it, toilet rolls!
And finally, monthly talks via Zoom set up by Jane Ward have proved extremely popular.
Please join in and if you have a friend who does not have access to a computer why not ask
them to socially distance with you to enjoy the talk and see friends again. Details coming via
your email shortly.
With best wishes, stay safe,
Barry Smith

Restarting U3A Groups

T

he mid August guidance from HM Government changes the way in which we can
socially interact and the easing of restrictions gives opportunities to restart some of the
Tavy District U3A Groups.
Meeting in Group Leaders, or Group Members houses is still not allowed.
Outside open spaces of the “home” ie. gardens, patios, inside an open sided tent / gazebo if
need be to protect from the weather, can be used.
There are guidance notes regarding gaining access to the gardens/outside spaces, use of
toilets etc.*
Groups that meet in venues, rooms / churches / clubs etc.
These can return to their previous places provided they are being operated under Covid
Regulations, cleanliness/ access/ability to socially distance etc.*
If the premises that you meet in do not comply then alternative venues may be available.
Some premises are eager to capture new users/groups where their old meeting places are
no longer compliant. Obviously additional space is now required to ensure that distance is
available between members! *
Providing a Covid secure venue is normally the responsibility of the provider, they will be
able to give the necessary assurances. *
Outside Activities
Walks, cycling, petanque, bird watching etc. can now be restarted.*
Groups that are still not permitted.
If your group involves expelling large amounts of air, singing, blowing, shouting, close
contact sports, handling cards, tiles etc. then these are still not possible .*
You will have noted that there is an * at the end of each section!
This is because the regulations are fairly complex and it is necessary to check each activity
against the current rules and regulations.
Tavy District U3A will be happy to advise on the present conditions and provide help in
restarting Groups safely and successfully.
Pippa has been in touch with all the Group Leaders and we look forward to Groups
restarting under the U3A umbrella as and when it becomes possible. We will support you as
long as it is safe to do so and it is covered by the U3A insurance.
Barry Smith
PS The paperwork is not too much of a task and we can assist with this where required, but
please don’t ask for it the next day!
PPS All of this guidance is on the National U3A web site and there are other amazing things
there too, just Google it, log in/register and spend a happy hour or so!

U3A Monthly Meetings via Zoom

O

ur first two speaker meetings via Zoom were very well received and I have been really
pleased by the positive response from a number of our forthcoming speakers to my
suggestion that they might also deliver their talks via Zoom. In fact the speakers for the
September and October meetings are those who were going to speak in the Town Hall.
Here are the details:
Wednesday 9th September 2.30pm
The Care and Rehabilitation of Hedgehogs
Speaker: Linda Squires, Founder, Hedgehog Care & Rehab, Plymouth.
Linda’s interest in hedgehogs began some 16 years ago and has now developed into what
sounds like a 24 hours a day 7 days a week commitment, particularly at the moment when
Covid-19 has severely restricted the ability of her usual volunteers to help her.
Wednesday 7th October 2.30pm
The Lynton Flood - ‘Seeds of Doubt’
Speaker: Pamela Vass
In the summer of 1952, flash-floods hit the small fishing village of Lynmouth on the North
Devon coast. Pamela was intrigued by rumours of government interference with the weather,
and spent many months accessing previously secret documents at the National Archives in
Kew. This incredible true story creates the backdrop for her novel “Seeds of Doubt”.
Joining Instructions

Those who would like to attend either or both of these talks should please e-mail me jane.paul.ward@gmail.com - no later than Monday 7th September (September talk) or
Monday 5th October (October talk). You will receive an email with a link to the meeting in
advance of the meeting.
You should join the meeting between 2.15pm and 2.30pm
Questions will be taken at the end of each talk.

I look forward to seeing you there!
Jane Ward
Speaker Secretary
01822 610608.

Aftermath of the 1952 flood

Who on Earth?
Nobody matched all the faces with the names of our illustrious committee in
the last Newsletter quiz, but Liz Heaton got the most correct answers.
If you are interested, the correct answers are:
1. Tony Rose

6. David Glover

2. Barry Smith (Yes, honestly!)

7. John Noblet

3. Susan Neal

8. Robin Neave

4. Angela Pitt

9. Pippa Gardner

5. Jane Ward

Who on Earth? (Part Two)

Another William Martin

I

n the last Newsletter, we told the story of
William Martin, ”The man who never was”.
But there was another William Martin, and
this one has a local connection.
Some of you will know that a small memorial
on Plaster Down marks the site of a plane
crash during World War Two. Whilst all
crashes are tragic, the story of this crash is
especially so. Six of the seven young crew
members died and it is thanks to Shirley
Smith who drew my attention to the fact that
one of those killed was the 26 year old radio
operator called William Martin.

In the autumn of 1942 preparations were
underway for Operation Torch, the Allied
invasion of North Africa. Convoys of ships
carrying troops and equipment were making
their way slowly across the Bay of Biscay
under the protection of aircraft of RAF
Coastal Command that circled overhead.
In October 1942, 224 Squadron RAF was
part of Coastal Command. Based at
Beaulieu on the edge of the New Forest, it
was equipped with American built Liberator
bombers. Each aircraft had a letter painted
on the fuselage to identify it. One of them
bore the letter K, giving it the call sign ‘King’.
On October 30 at 8.30am K ‘King’ took off
from Beaulieu. Their task was to escort the
ships transporting troops and equipment for
Operation Torch. They spent a long day
keeping watch for enemy submarines and
reconnaissance aircraft.

The Liberator could carry enough petrol for
14 hours flying, but after it had been
airborne for ten hours, a distress signal was
received reporting there was only 30
minutes of fuel left.
On the way back to Beaulieu it had struck a
barrage balloon cable over Plymouth. The
damage was serious and the bomber was
diverted to land at Harrowbeer at Yelverton.

But the runways had been built for fighters
and were not long enough for bombers.
Nevertheless, the duty watch at Harrowbeer
was warned a Liberator was approaching for
an emergency landing. There was little they
could do to help; no sooner had they been
made aware of it, the damaged aircraft
arrived over the airfield. It was pitch-dark
and there were no runway lights. Now very
low on fuel, the situation with K ‘King’ was
getting desperate.
Those at Harrowbeer watched helplessly as
the Liberator, hampered by low cloud, made
two circuits of the airfield before
disappearing to the north. Unknown to them,
the aircraft came down in a field just two
miles away.
There was nothing the pilots could do as the
aircraft ploughed across a field to smash
into a stone hedge bank. Six of the crew
died but miraculously there was one
survivor, although he was seriously injured.

Another William Martin
With the engines starved of fuel, the
Liberator had swooped low over Plaster
Down and struck a line of trees before
careering across the field and into the bank.
The impact created a gap in the hedge
(which is still visible).
The crew of K ‘King’ came from all walks of
life and from different parts of the globe. All
were volunteers, but what is striking was the
age of those who made the ultimate
sacrifice. The oldest was 27.
Amazingly, the injured rear gunner
recovered from his injuries and returned to
operational flying. He survived another
crash in a Liberator, which happened in
Burma two years later, and died peacefully
in 2015, aged 92.
The present memorial, replacing an earlier
one, is close to the spot where the plane
crashed. William Martin, with some of the
others killed, is buried in Buckland
Monachorum cemetery.
John Noblet

Covid Compliant Meeting Room

T

avistock Library have a meeting room, 18 ft x 24 ft in old money, that will take
groups of 10 or 12 , all socially distanced, that is now being used by several of
our Groups that have restarted.
They have slots to fill and the rates are low and negotiable if cost is an issue.
They clean before and after, provide hand sanitiser etc. Two large windows for
fresh air and clearly marked ins and outs!
The premises meet the U3A regulations so are covered by our umbrella
insurance.
Call the Library on 01822 612218

Italian Improvers

G

oodness, how things have changed
since our last report. We certainly didn’t
see Covid-19 and lockdown coming. Being
Italophiles we were devastated to see the
impact coronavirus had on Italy, especially
on the north, only then to see the very same
thing happen here a few weeks later. Our
face-to-face meetings ceased in March and
for a little while our group Italian learning
was suspended. And then I, like so many
others, found out about Zoom!

Of course, Zoom is not perfect. The quality
of the images and sound varies with the
quality and speed of internet connections
and the devices used. Smart phones and
tablets are generally less satisfactory than
laptops and desktops. However, we can
now share images and texts, and even
watch video clips in much the same way as
when we meet physically, so, for example,
we can read aloud to one another in Italian
from a text on the screen.

For many years I have studied French with
Alliance Française, attending a weekly class
in Dartington. They too ceased with
lockdown but very soon our French tutor
began offering classes via Zoom. They
worked! It didn’t take long for me to offer our
Italian group meetings by Zoom and now all
but one of us join together virtually to share
our learning.

We have had to learn a new etiquette, for
example sound muted until you want to
speak, and we know a lot about one
another’s homes. The bookshelves visible
behind me are in a terrible muddle, but at
least most of the books are language
courses or novels, mostly in French together
with a slowly growing number in Italian.

Tavy District U3A Italian Improvers Zoom meeting (thanks to Peter Sharp)

Italian Improvers
Virtual meetings also mean that geography
has become less important. Two of our
members have just gone to their holiday
home in France until September, but they
will be joining us virtually next week! Zoom
doesn’t suit everybody, of course, and some
of us can’t wait to get back to normal, but
until we reach that happy state our virtual
meetings are a great deal better than
nothing!
The Italian Improvers Group is mixed and
we are all learning Italian for different
reasons. As group leader I sometimes worry
that I am not meeting members’ needs or
that I have judged members’ language level
incorrectly so that I am using inappropriate
material. Perhaps it is too difficult. It is never
too easy; we all need to revise the basics
from time to time! I recently asked members
whether I was getting it right. I am grateful to
Frances Stephens for the following, slightly
edited, contribution.
“Now, as our tutor you have an interesting
group! We all have different aims so you
have done brilliantly at providing us with the
variety we need and the stimulus to bring
out the different talents that people have.

prossimo) is needed. I'd already had to
come to terms with this because my aim is
to get to that magical point when I can read
a (short ) novel in Italian, like I can in
French. So the short stories we read do us
all good. I note too that the Intermediate
Short Stories you gave me last year, which I
read then, contain some in the passato
remoto .... so we'll all discover more.
You must be pleased with the progress of all
the beginners you started off with, seeing
how far they've got! So “Coffee Break
Italian” is still important with bits of grammar
to consolidate.
I like Manu (“Italy Made Easy”) for specific
points like the use of “magari”, prepositions,
and indirect personal pronouns. Grammar
exercises occasionally don't do any harm! It
makes us all think carefully.
Comprehension, conversation, writing
stories..... that's what you provide for us and
why we thank you for the time you spend on
us and the variety of activities.”

We have indeed come a long way since this
group started, and there is still much to
learn. However, we are making progress,
I'm sorry Margaret left as she was our most and more importantly we are enjoying
advanced student because she had reached studying and learning Italian, and, of course,
one another’s company.
the stage of listening to genuine speed
Italian and understanding the radio
programmes. A challenge but we haven't got A la prossima.
that far yet! Brian wants to translate his
Paul Ward
poetry and needs to discover a wide range
of vocabulary without necessarily
memorising all the words.
Maureen wants to speak to Italians if she
goes abroad and can already write really
well so we need opportunities to get around
cities by bus, metro, on foot etc. Like the
videos of the street interviews you've shown
us.
Lindsey wants to write Italian more than to
speak it so a brief grammar session about
the simple past (passato remoto), rather
than the conversational past (passato

A French Conversation Year

W

hat do you do when a pandemic causes lock down and group conversation
is put on hold? Think up other ways of communicating of course, and in the
case of this group imaginations went forging ahead.
Lynne contributed an amusing record of her shut down life, Frances of hers and
Julia a news report from her place of confinement. Trudi created a wonderful
spoof of The Plague (Camus) masquerading as the virus talking to us all,
laughing at our vulnerability. Jeremy produced a poem in French inspired by the
one at the end of this piece, with the invitation to translate it back into the English
original. Kevin and Karen all responded with amusing comments, Clive with his
own amusing take in similar poetic form.
But before all the excitement started, Maurice and Marie- Madelaine had given
us plenty to think about in the regular monthly meetings, never failing to choose
interesting subjects for discussion that invited reflection and research. At one
stage it was suggested that gatherings might be more satisfying concentrating
simply on general conversation. But this throws the initiative baldly onto the floor
and misses the opportunity for in depth research on a topic.
Maurice provided plenty of supporting facts relevant to each topic with examples
and illustrations of his own. Marie-Madelaine invariably steered with delightful
charm and tact those of us who need adjustment to our command of the
language, either with regard to grammar, pronunciation, or correct choice of
word, while adding to our vocabulary with the help of the blackboard. As a result,
amusement, instruction and enjoyment went hand in hand at every meeting.
Topics have been wide-ranging: Is the World Becoming Increasingly Violent?
Achievements of the Victorian Age; The Voyage of My Life; The Role of Women
in World War 1; Music and its Meaning; “Égalité, Liberté, Fraternité” - still
relevant? Time, looking forward and back; Reflexions upon homelessness. Then
of course there is the end of year Christmas lunch for everybody, much enjoyed
at the Bistro in the Royal William Yard.
It has been a delightful series of gatherings, much enjoyed, and many thanks to
Maurice and Marie-Madelaine for their kind and well informed dedication.
On the next page is the original of the poem that started some amusing
responses, especially by Clive, and others. See if you can identify Yeats, John
Masefield, Wordsworth, Milton Hayes, Kipling, Ella Roberts, G K Chesterton, A E
Houseman, Keats, Milton Drayton, Shakespeare.
Jeremy Davies

Tavistock Community Sensory Garden
The trustees of the Sensory Garden are looking to expand their team. If anybody is
interested in developing this community project in the heart of Tavistock get in touch with
Richard Jones on 01822 612016.
NOTE: This is NOT a call for volunteers to work in the garden.

A French Conversation Year
I won’t arise and go now, and go to Innisfree
I’ll sanitise the doorknob and make a cup of tea
I won’t go down to the sea again; I won’t go out at all.
I’ll wander lonely as a cloud from the kitchen to the hall.
There’s a green-eyed yellow idol to the north of Kathmandu
But I shan’t be seeing him just yet and nor, I think, will you.
While the dawn comes up like thunder on the road to Mandalay
I’ll make a bit of supper and eat it off a tray.
I shall not speed my bonnie boat across the sea to Skye
Or take the rolling English road from Birmingham to Rye.
About the woodland, just right now, I am not free to go
To see the Keep Out posters or the cherry hung with snow
And no, I won’t be travelling much, within the realms of gold,
Or get me to Milford Haven. All that’s been put on hold.
Give me your hands, I shan’t request, albeit we are friends
Nor come within a mile of you, until this shit show ends.

What is the definition of optimism?
Seen by John Noblet at Pork Hill in that lovely weather.

You Find Them Everywhere

A

t this moment in time I hear what you’re
saying, but the fact of the matter is it’s
not rocket science, so we need to move the
goal posts and think outside the box.

purpose – to imply the reporter standing
outside has just come away from the Prime
Minister and therefore knows more than
anyone else.

Six clichés in one sentence. You hear them
all the time. But did you realise you’re
watching another lot all the time as well?
Television programmes are riddled with
them. There’s always someone in the
production team who likes to show off what
these modern cameras will do, so you will
suddenly – and for no reason at all – see
clouds whizzing by at well over 1000 mph.
Or they can’t resist slowing down all the
pedestrians in a street scene so you have a
town apparently struck by a virus that has
made walking very difficult.

You would think by now that media people
would have realised that while radio is
brilliant at providing music and talking, TV is
really good at showing pictures. Yet how
often do we have two talking people almost
filling the screen while the really interesting
surfing contest or sheep-dog trial is going on
behind them. Someone should tell them we
are quite capable of listening to comments
made off-screen while watching the pictures.

Comment here for the attention of local TV
stations: why have we never had a proper
programme about surfing? We need an
expert to comment on a surfing competition,
In an art gallery you are never allowed to
see the pictures as a whole. The camera will explaining the moves and the marking.
Surfing here in the southwest is always seen
focus on one part of the canvas (or
behind people talking.
photograph), slowly move around and end
up with a quick look at most of it. Never the
Programme producers love showing you
whole thing, and certainly not long enough
to let you appreciate the trouble the artist (or people doing nothing but minding their own
business. Examples here are tennis stars
photographer) has taken to achieve the
during the break between games and
balance and the structure of the picture.
snooker players sitting quietly and
Buried in here is a clue to a wide range of
modern TV: nothing must stay still, keep the harmlessly waiting for their turn. Surely they
are under the spotlight enough already?
picture moving at all costs because
Facial close-ups get really nasty when the
everyone has an attention span of three
faces concerned are under great stress.
seconds.
Nobody ever stands that close to another
A celebrity has been rushed into hospital. A person, neither do they stare even harder
reporter and camera crew are rushed to the when distress is being shown.
pavement opposite, the camera focuses on
Now for the vox pops. No UK news item is
a window of the hospital (any window will
ever quite free from interviews with whoever
do). The news item will contain a reporter
among the general public out shopping is
reporting that a celebrity has been rushed
into this hospital (view of window), hoping to willing to say something to camera. Where
did this start?
imply that he (or she) has just come from
the bedside.
Once upon a time the news bulletins
contained news, then someone must have
You get the same kind of thing in politics.
Reporters will talk from outside the Foreign decided that’s too dull so we need to liven
Office, for instance, when it’s an item about them up. Someone came along and said: I
know! Let’s show our viewers we feel we
India or Brazil, again hoping to imply that
they’ve just come away from a personal and ought to care about what they’re thinking.
exclusive discussion with the Minister. No
10 Downing Street is used for the same

You Find Them Everywhere
So vox pops were born. We hear the
opinions of Mrs Jones and Mr Smith from
Rugby, Truro, Peterhead or wherever. How
does this help our understanding of that
particular news item?

Continuued

of interviews to make that kind of claim. It’s
just another cliché along with all the rest.
The most annoying to me are the
supersonic clouds and the pedestrians
walking though treacle. But what do you
think?

Mark Easton, BBC Home Editor, said that A
vox pop, well conducted, can be a highly
effective way to test public opinion and
Ivor Williams
mood. I can’t agree. It would need hundreds

History repeating itself.
This poem was written in 1869 during a cholera outbreak and reprinted in
the 1919 flu pandemic

Thanks to Tony Jay

Grasshoppers

I

enjoyed reading the recipe for the Caesar Salad provided by Janet Hunt in the last issue of
the Tavy District U3A newsletter, and will try it out at some stage.

However, it made me think of some of the local food I have tried during my travels when
working overseas. No reflection on Janet’s recipe!! One in particular came to mind, when I
was visiting Uganda.
The locals there make best available use of free food including insects such as grasshoppers
and Lake flies when they become available. This might not be currently acceptable in the UK,
however, there is a movement to use insects to provide food as insects can be readily farmed
and are highly nutritious. Patties made from Lake flies are reported to provide a higher level
of nutrition than a good quality beef burger!
Whilst working in Entebbe, I watched the grasshopper season a number of times, with large
numbers of people coming out after dusk, when the grass hoppers were swarming, to fish the
air with plastic bags to catch their prey. This can be a hazardous task as the insects seemed
drawn to the roads and some accidents inevitably occurred.
When dining out it was quite common to see plates of live grasshoppers, minus their legs and
wings, displayed at the entrance of restaurants, for the benefit of diners. This encouraged me
to ask a waitress, Asumpta, at the hotel I was staying in what they tasted like. After coming
back from a field trip, she sidled up to me in the garden and reported that she had brought me
some to try, but I wasn’t around.
The next morning after a cooked breakfast, she brought me a plate of cooked grasshoppers,
which I felt obliged to try. They may have been OK, but I believe the fat they were cooked in
wasn’t and this gave me some significant problems bouncing up the unmade road on my way
to work that morning.
As I often do I bought a recipe book home with me from Uganda, cost 15,000/-: A Taste of
Uganda, Recipes for traditional dishes, written by Jolly Gonahasa, 2002.
Insect recipes include grasshoppers and white ants. The recipe on the next page is for live
grasshoppers.
Andy Paskins

My baker said he didn’t do donuts any
more. He was sick of the hole business.

Why is hot faster than cold? You can
catch cold.

Do you get A Flat Minor if you drop a
piano down a mine shaft?

At the circus I felt sorry for the knife
thrower. He kept on just missing the
girl.

Moses was a man. He wandered the
desert for forty years ‘cos he wouldn’t
admit he was lost and ask for directions.

I’d never marry a tennis player. Love
means nothing to them.

Thanks to Anna Clarkson

Lockdown Blues

D

o you have something you’d like to share about your experiences during Covid19? It can be about your feelings in dealing with lockdown, or about your
community or well-being.
A new website - The Lockdown Blues - is now open for submissions in any format,
especially for people from the South West.

Anyone in the South West can send in their stories or art work to The Lockdown
Blues. This is an online scrapbook for people to contribute their thoughts, feelings,
or reflections. This may be through letters, poems, songs, paintings, stories,
sketches, videos, or just a few brief notes. Anonymous contributions are very
welcome.
You can browse what others have submitted and get involved yourself by going to:
https://lockdownblues.co.uk/

An Obituary from the London Times

T

oday we mourn the passing of a beloved old friend, Common Sense, who has been with us for
many years. No one knows for sure how old he was, since his birth records were long ago lost
in bureaucratic red tape. He will be remembered as having cultivated such valuable lessons as:

��

Knowing when to come in out of the rain;

��

Why the early bird gets the worm;

��

Life isn't always fair; and

��

Maybe it was my fault.

Common Sense lived by simple, sound financial policies (don't spend more than you can earn)
and reliable strategies (adults, not children, are in charge).
His health began to deteriorate when well-intentioned overbearing regulations were set in place.
Reports of a 6-year-old boy charged with sexual harassment for kissing a classmate; teens
suspended from school for using mouthwash after lunch; and a teacher fired for reprimanding an
unruly student, only worsened his condition. Common Sense lost ground when parents attacked
teachers for doing the job that they themselves had failed to do in disciplining their unruly
children.
It declined even further when schools were required to get parental consent to administer sun
lotion or an aspirin to a student; but could not inform parents when a student became pregnant
and wanted to have an abortion.
Common Sense lost the will to live as the churches became businesses; and criminals received
better treatment than their victims.
Common Sense took a beating when you couldn't defend yourself from a burglar in your own
home and the burglar could sue you for assault.
Common Sense finally gave up the will to live, after a woman failed to realise that a steaming cup
of coffee was hot. She spilled a little in her lap, and was promptly awarded a huge settlement.
Common Sense was preceded in death, by his parents, Truth and Trust, by his wife, Discretion,
by his daughter, Responsibility, and by his son, Reason.
He is survived by his 4 stepbrothers;

��

I Know My Rights

��

I Want It Now

��

Someone Else Is To Blame

��

I'm A Victim

Not many attended his funeral because so few realized he was gone. If you still remember him,
pass this on. If not, join the majority and do nothing.
Mike Hancock (Launceston U3A)

Devon Towns and Parishes Quiz
The Answers
1 Pork for the church
Abbotsham
2 Staffordshire city with riparian
connections
Stoke Rivers
3 Was this old airline really that good?
Beaworthy
4 Yorkshire city
Bradford
5 Lots of trees - don’t cremate
Woodbury
6 Card game regulation
Bridgerule
7 Vermin living quarters
Rattery
8 Arnold Bennett novel
Clayhanger
9 Only way to get the door answered
Ringmore
10 Farmyard fowl wants to come in
Hennock
11 Chocolate maker
Cadbury
12 Gun hill
Brentor
13 Heavy is good
Bulkworthy
14 Chilly hill
Coldridge
15 TV Soap (abbrv) and weight
Coryton
16 Pale rock
Whitestone
17 National park with lots of trees
Dartmoor Forest
18 Is theirs different from ours?
Germansweek
19 Most northerly parish in the South Hams
Holne
20 Male deer place
Buckland
21 On the foot of Esau's twin Jacobstowe
22 This linked the estates of Chillington and
Alvington in the 9th cent.
Kingsbridge
23 Where the rice puddings come from
Lifton
24 Devon's only island parish Lundy
25 It had a mint, a castle, and a prison
Lydford
26 Did her little lamb tread on it?
Marystowe
27 Not clean enough?
Morebath
28 Scientist and churchman Newton Abbot
29 Not onpoorly
Offwell
30 Mainline station, minus saint, but not for
long
Pancrasweek
31 Nearly a fish, then a track Sticklepath
32 The market has survived since 1105
Tavistock

33 BBC Home Service amateur detective
going at speed
Templeton
34 Dock on the summit
Torquay
35 Stroll to the palace
Walkhampton
36 Charles Kingsley novel
Westward Ho!
37 What we want more of to deal with
climate change, apparently
Woodland
38 Must be last in any list
Zeal Monachorum
39 Sabine Baring-Gould had the manor
house rebuilt
Lewtrenchard
40 The county's top left hand corner
Hartland
41 Poet and churchman
Milton Abbot
42 Sounds like a playwright plus another
churchman
Shaugh Prior
43 Are these villagers cockneys?
Bow
44 Granite drink
Rockbeare
45 Summit reserved for woolly ruminants
Sheepstor
46 Julius Caesar's winter transport
Romansleigh
47 Devon's most southerly parish
Chivelstone
48 What if Hal won't?
Halwill
49 Not normally a field of this amongst the
trees
Cornwood
50 Third stop coming out of Plymouth on the
old GWR to Tavistock
Bickleigh

Thanks to Ivor Williams
for this quiz.
How well did you do?

One step at a time
Sunlight glitters in welcome
saying leave the stifling darkness.
Stepping stones lay before me
sun-dried, solid footholds.
As I hesitate, trees shimmer
gently rustling leaves
with coaxing calls of
step on one at a time.
His strong hand holds mine
and tells me of a new world
filled with colour, then whispers
it's time to take the next step.
Looking towards the light
at meadows of soft summer greens
perhaps, around the corner,
a joyous journey awaits.
© Annie Jenkin

Not to be reproduced without permission from the author

Gallery

The Walled Garden at the Garden House by Rod Taylor

Now the hordes have gone (hopefully) it’s time to get out and enjoy the gorse and the
heather. Bovey Rocks above Widecombe as seen by John Noblet

Digital Photography

T

he photographic group who have continued to meet during the pandemic. The
meetings have taken place via Google Hangouts allowing those in attendance to
conference call in, whilst the photos have been shared using a common account on
Flickr which we can all log into to discuss the photos.
John Dean has set a topic each month ranging from lockdown to macros with
shadows in between. Here are two images from Shadows and Macro to give an idea
of what the Group have achieved.
Tony Rose

This is from the topic
Macro (close up) Parrots neck feathers

And this from the Shadows group - Leading Shadows

What is the Origin of that Expression?
Bow and Scrape
An officer’s cocked hat was called a scraper. So when meeting a superior officer, a junior
officer would remove his hat and bow. He was said to ‘BOW AND SCRAPE’
Slush Fund
The perk of a ships cook in the Royal Navy, was to skim off the fat from cooking. This could
be sold to the purser for making candles. This was said to be the cook’s ‘SLUSH FUND’
Know the Ropes
A seaman would take years to use and operate all the many ropes on a sailing ship. So
when a Seaman attained the relevant experience he was said to ‘KNOW THE ROPES’
Toe the Line
When the ship’s company were mustered, they would stand in line with their toes touching
the edge of a deck plank. They would be said to ‘TOE THE LINE’
At Loggerheads
A loggerhead was a tool used to caulk the deck seems. It was an iron receptacle, filled with
hot tar on the end of a long shaft. So when two were clashing over the same seem they said
to be ‘AT LOGGERHEADS’
A Weather Eye
This meant being alert to sudden change. So a lookout at sea would watch the sea to
windward and was said to have ‘A WEATHER EYE’
Lose Your Bearings
A sailing ship’s position, when near land, would be known by taking compass bearings of
reference points. If they were not visible, it was said that you ‘LOSE YOUR BEARINGS’
Cuts no Ice
If a sailing ship could not make headway through a frozen sea, normally the North Atlantic
or the Baltic, it was said to ‘CUT NO ICE’
A Clean Slate
When a sailing ship was at sea, the course to steer and other information would chalked on
a slate, as ordered by the Officer of the Watch. The slate would be wiped clean at the start
of a new watch, and was said to be ‘A CLEAN SLATE’
Batten Down the Hatches
At sea if bad weather was expected, the hatches would be covered to prevent water getting
in. Canvas and strips of wood called battens would be used to ‘BATTEN DOWN THE
HATCHES’
A Loose Cannon
A cannon on an old sailing ship would be very heavy, up to 3 tons. As they were mounted
on wheels they would move dangerously in a heavy sea if not tied down securely. So
anyone who was likely to cause trouble would be called ‘A LOOSE CANNON’
Thanks to Tony Jay

WALKING
A

s you will have read elsewhere in the
Newsletter, U3A walking groups are able
to restart subject to various restrictions due to
Covid 19 guidance.
Tavy District U3A is, therefore, able to offer
the following walks in September and
October but subject to:
�� No more than 6 persons in any one
walk “bubble”
��

Meet at the start of the walk as car
sharing is not permitted

Thursday 24th September
Meet at 10.00 at the car park on Plaster
Down, grid reference SX515728 which is the
first one on the right after Warrens Cross.
Walk to Sampford Spiney and on to Pew Tor.
Moorland, small lanes and some ascent.
About 4-5 miles, approx 2-3hrs.
Please bring a packed lunch.
Chris 613884 or 07840718419
chriswebbtav@gmail.com
Jennie 854792 or 07802730549
jennieyoungs001@gmail.com

Tuesday 20th October
Social distancing must be observed Meet 10.00 at car park by Long Ash garden
centre
�� Walkers should bring their own
Walk Buckland Monachorum, River Tavy to
Hatch Mill and up to Berra Tor. Footpaths and
hand sanitiser and face coverings
lanes. 5 miles.
and be aware of current Covid
Read the walk in Tavy Links or Moor Links
hygiene guidance
magazines. Return in time for lunch (or
Bridge).
�� You MUST book your place on the John
616481 or 07900 054772
walk by texting or emailing the
johnnoblet@tavydistrictu3a.org.uk
leader BEFORE THE WALK.
Places are limited
Thursday 29th October
Meet at 10.00 at the top of Down Road. Park
on the road near the Golf Club.
Tuesday 8th September
Meet 10.00 at the top of Down Road. Park on Walk in the Whitchurch Down area, moorland
and lanes. About 4 mls, approx 2-3 hrs
the road near the Golf Club.
Please bring a packed lunch.
Circumnavigate Whitchurch Down. 4 miles.
Tony
617289 or 07513 774876
Return in time for lunch (or Bridge).
tony.james@hotmail.co.uk
Diana
612763 or 07472 775817
dianasmirles@yahoo.co.uk
��

Tuesday 15th September
Meet 10.00 at Pork Hill car park.
Walk around Cox Tor and then to Roos and
Staple Tors. A moorland walk. 4 miles.
Read the walk in Tavy Links or Moor Links
magazines. Return in time for lunch (or
Bridge!)
John
616481 or 07900 054772
johnnoblet@tavydistrictu3a.org.uk

THEATRE NEWS
The role of the Theatre group has changed for the time being, and we will act as
an information platform so that you know some of the shows that are coming up
and then you will be able to book your own tickets.
Theatre Royal
When you receive this Newsletter booking will have opened for;
Hairspray
Monday 5th – Saturday 10th April 2021
Waitress
Monday 5th – Saturday 10th July 2021
Chicago the Musical
Monday 9th – Saturday 14th April 2021
The Da Vinci Code
Monday 30th August – Saturday 4th September 2021
Strictly Ballroom The Musical
Monday 27th September – Saturday 2nd
October 2021
Some of the shows we originally booked have been rescheduled. Nutcracker is
now in November 2021, BRB Cinderella in March 2021, Grease The Musical
January 2021, Mamma Mia! January-February 2022, SIX end of July 2021, Kite
Runner May 2021, Oti Mabuse I am here 30th May 2021.
Details of all the shows can be found on Theatre Royal Plymouth What’s On, with
information about payments and refunds if a show is cancelled.
Finally, Comical Entertainment (formerly Laughable Comedy) have rescheduled
Gyles Brandreth Break A Leg to Saturday 3rd July 2021 7.30pm in Launceston
Town Hall.
Janet Hunt

2021 Diaries
September already and there are some things that you do not want to miss.
U3A diaries for 2021 will soon be available for just £3.00.
Contact the Business Secretary, Robin Neave, on 01822 854766 to order your copy.

And Finally …….

A high security risk spotted by Barry Smith in a
local supermarket.
Hope it’s not U3A members drinking the stuff?

A bird feeder on the bird feeder!
Tony Rose spotted this
sparrowhawk in his garden

Swans in a row by Hywel Edwards

Thanks to Chris Webb

EVENTS
All of our group events remain suspended for the foreseeable future.
Hopefully, we will be back soon.

Back Page Quotes
Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things you
didn't do than by the ones you did do. Mark Twain
Success is the sum of small efforts, repeated day in and day out.
Robert Collier
Only put off until tomorrow what you are willing to die having left
undone.
Pablo Picasso
Many of life's failures are people who did not realise how close they
were to success when they gave up.
Thomas Edison
I cannot give you a formula for success, but I can give you the formula
for failure, which is: Try to please everybody. Herbert Bayard Swope
A good plan violently executed now is better than a perfect plan
executed next week.
George Patton
And
You wouldn't worry so much about what others think of you if you
realised how seldom they do.
Eleanor Roosevelt

